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TRENDS IN POOLS AND STAIR POST-COVID

Porcelain pieces antibacteria and non-slip for pool.
The safest option in the new era Post-Covid
A pool at home is a space to disconnect that foments family relationships. It is a private refuge free from crowds. It is the best place to face
the hot summers and to add value to your home. When we decide to install a pool in our garden or terrace, or remodel our existing one,
we have to consider a number a few factors such as the security and hygienic have to be present without losing focus to the design. Floors
and special pieces have to be non-slip, abrasion resistance, frost proved, antibacterial and durable.

Tech Tucson Grey 30x90 · Borde Piscina Tucson Grey 30x36/4
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EXPERIENCE DAYS

1. Pools with extruded porcelain pieces
Now a days, we are increasing precautions in our surrounding due to worries of contagious and the virus expansion. There is no doubt that
the extruded porcelain is the safest option to use inside and around our pools due to its technical features.
•
•
•
•

Non-slip surface: Natucer’s extruded porcelain finish offers a R11 non-slip (pass DCOV) with smooth finish. It is the value required in
barefoot in pools and terraces near the water.
Antibacterial: Extruded porcelain low porosity prevents that bacteria and other microorganisms to adhere to the surface.
Resistance: Extruded porcelain has a low water absorption that gives the tiles physical properties to resist frost and other thermal
shocks.
Easy to clean and maintain: The smooth finish on the outdoors extruded porcelain makes the material stain resistance and easy to
clean.

Interior: Stanley Park 20x120 · Exterior: Tech Stanley Park Antislip 30x90 · Gratting Stanley Park Antislip 19x30/2,2 · Esquina Gratting Stanley Park Antislip 30x19x25,5/2,2
Desbordante Stanley Park Antislip 30x30/2,2 · Esq. Int. Desbordante Stanley Park Antislip 30x30x41,5/2,2

•

Special pieces: The production process of the extruded porcelain tiles allows to design and produce special pieces for pools in 3 dimensions in one piece. Edges, steps, overflowing pieces, angles, etc are a complete constructive solution. It is a aesthetic and hygienic
solution that helps to create perfect rounded finishes easy to clean and safe.

Pool Porc. Emerald 10x10 · Cubrecanto Pool Porc. Emerald 3x20x3
Media Caña Int. Pool Porc. Emerald 3x20x3 · Comp. Int. y Ext Cubrecanto Pool Porc. Emerald 3x3
Comp. Int. y Ext Media Caña Pool Porc. Emerald 3x3
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Pavimento Rioja Logroño 21x60 · Borde Piscina Logroño 30x36/4
Esq. Int. Borde Piscina Logroño 51,2x51,2
Revestimiento Piscina: Rioja Logroño 21x60

EXPERIENCE DAYS

2. Overflowing pools that brings you joy
Pools used to be a isolated spaces in the houses where to refresh in summers, now, they become a decorative space to joy and disconnect
from our current problems. The new post-Covid pools are integrated with its surrounding. Infinity lines and smoother limits fusion with
the water.
This are the overflowing pools, a fusion between the floor and the water that achieves a visual effect the limitless expansion. In this type of
pools, the water overflows on top of the limit boarders creating a lagoon effect.
In order to achieve this type of effect, we have to install a gutter around the pool covered by a gratting.
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Pavimento Rocks Dark 30x30 · Desbordante Rocks Dark 30x30/2,2 · Gratting Rocks Dark 19x30/2,2 · Canaleta 20x16,5x50
Revestimiento Piscina: Pool Porc. Iron 10x10
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DESBORDANTE
30 x 30/2,2
11,8” x 11,8”
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30

30

ESQ. EXT. DESBORDANTE
30 x 30 x 41,5/2,2
11,8” x 11,8” x 16”

CANALETA
20 x 14,5 x 50
8” x 5,7” x 19,5”
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GRATTING
19 x 30/2,2
7” x 11,8”

ESQUINA GRATTING
30 x 19 x 25,5/2,2
11,8” x 7” x 10”

30

30

ESQ. INT. DESBORDANTE
30 x 30 x 41,5/2,2
11,8” x 11,8” x 16”
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REVESTIMIENTO
POOL PORC. IRON
10 x 10
4” x 4”

5

PAVIMENTO
ROCKS DARK
30 x 30
11,8” x 11,8”

EXPERIENCE DAYS

2. 1. Pools more hygienic
The overflowing system helps to maintain the water alway clean, transparent and impurity free, as it is in constant renovation, thanks to the
canalization system through the gratting. This type of pools is more hygienic and safe, this is the reason why we usually find it in hotels and
public spaces. In addition to have constant overflow, any noise is absorbed helping to have a silence space.

Tech Tucson Natural Antislip 30x60 · Desbordante Tech Tucson Natural 30x30/2,2 · Gratting Tech Tucson Natural 19x30/2,2
Esq. Int. Desbordante Tech Tucson Natural 30x30x41,5/2,2 · Canaleta 20x16,5x50

Memory Opal Antislip 36x36 · Desbordante Memory Opal 30x30/2,2 · Gratting Memory Opal 19x30/2,2 · Canaleta 20x16,5x50 · Memory Opal Antislip 18x18
Revestimiento Piscina: Memory Opal Antislip 18x18
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EXPERIENCE DAYS

2. 2. Water movement to get more dynamism
Waterfall installation in a pool is a element that out-stand in the common pool design. Pool’s waterfall have also benefits for the health that
it becomes not only a esthetic. Its sounds invite you to relaxation, helps to relieve stress and improve the sleep. Waterfall helps the muscles
to relax.

Memory Opal Antislip 36x36 · Desbordante Memory Opal 30x30/2,2 · Gratting Memory Opal 19x30/2,2 · Canaleta 20x16,5x50 · Memory Opal Antislip 18x18 · Tech Cool Cast Slate Hex. 18x20,5
Revestimiento Piscina: Memory Opal Antislip 18x18

Proyecto Terraza y Piscina con serie Tech Rail Aspen y Tech Land Basalt
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3. Pool edge, a clean and safe solution
From now on, pool is becoming a very special area of our homes and choose the best material is important. When we are designing our
pool is important to have in consideration, not only the flooring around it, also it draining. It will depend on the type choosen (overflow or
skimmer). Edges not only provide visual effect, also they have to guarantee security and hygienic in the pool. In addition, one of the side
has a little inverse slope to keep the pool cleaner. In these Skimmer or traditional pools, the water is approx 20cm (8”) below the boarder.
At this height you find the openings (skimmers) that filter the water and make sure cleaning itself.
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Pavimento Granite Grosseto Ext. R12 30X30 · Borde Piscina Grosseto Ext. R12 30x36/4 · Esq. Ext. Borde Piscina Grosseto Ext. R12 51,2x51,2 · Esq. Int. Borde Piscina Grosseto Ext. R12 51,2x51,2
Revestimiento Piscina: Pool Porc. Indigo 10x10 · Media Caña Int. Pool Porc. Indigo 3x20/3
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2

BORDE PISCINA
30 x 36/4
11,8” x 14”

3

BORDE PISCINA ESQ. EXT.
51,2 x 51,2
20,1” x 20,1”
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BORDE PISCINA ESQ. INT.
51,2 x 51,2
20,1” x 20,1”
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4. Pools non-slip with 120cm (48”) Step
For the pools with traditional system or Skimmer we introduce the 120cm (48”) angular step (90º) in one piece as a solution of the surroundings. It is the perfect piece for wet areas that needs a high level of non-slip rating (R11 / DIN 51097: CLASE C / DCOV). Always thinking
and producing to guarantee the maximum security around the pool and on the steps to access it. The extrusion production system provides
to the steps to a high mechanical impact resistance, abrasion and freeze proof. In addition, its large size helps to the installation and brings
a minimal look to the pool with clean and modern lines.
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2

Pavimento Rioja Laguardia 21x60 · Ángulo Peldaño 120 Int. Laguardia 120x32x2,5 · Ángulo Peldaño 120 Ext. Laguardia 120x32x2,5
Revestimiento Piscina: Pool Porc. Indigo 10x10 · Media Caña Int. Pool Porc. Indigo 3x20/3 · Cubrecanto Pool Porc. Indigo 3x20/3 · Complemento Int. Media Caña Pool Porc. Indigo 3x3 · 1”x1”

1

PELDAÑO ANGULAR
120 x 32/2,5 · 47” x 12,5” x 1”
60 x 32/2,5 · 23,6” x 12,5” x 1”

ÁNGULO PELDAÑO 120 INT.
120 x 32 x 45 / 2,5
47,2” x12,6” x17,7” / 1”
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2

ÁNGULO PELDAÑO 120 EXT.
120 x 32 x 45 / 2,5
47,2” x12,6” x17,7” / 1”
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4. 1. An infinity solution
The “infinity pools” are able to transform the space and join the water and the horizon making spaces more peaceful and invites us to relax
and rest. They bring a sophisticate and more actual look. The water in these pools falls from one or more of the pools sides.
In order to solve the slope we used the collection Pool Porc. in 10x10cm (4”x4”), and its variety of special pieces making possible to finish
all the corners with a perfect finish. The color turquoise blue helps to merge with the sky.

Memory Opal Antislip 36x36 · Peldaño Angular Memory Opal 120x32/3
Revestimiento Piscina: Pool Porc. Emerald 10x10 · Media Caña Int. Pool Porc. Emerald 3x20/3 · Cubrecanto Pool Porc. Emerald 3x20/3
Comp. Int. Media Caña Pool Porc. Emerald 3x3 · Comp. Ext. Media Caña Pool Porc. Emerald 3x3 · Comp. Int. Cubrecanto Pool Porc. Emerald 3x3
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4. 2. Minipools trend
During this lock-down time we appreciated every single meter of our home. A small terrace is not anymore an obstacle to enjoy of a pool.
It is just a matter of well planing with the surrounding space. A perfect example are some of our project done with the design that integrates
in the design of every home.
For this type of project is very important to choose the right materials and special piece that allow us to solve any structural or construction
problem.
In this particular case, we used the angular step for the pool access stairs and “vierteaguas piece”. A perfect special pieces that adapt to
this kind of pool structure. The final outcome is a minipool fully integrated with the rest of the flooring. A great place to enjoy and relax.

Quartz Klinker Rutilo 30x30 · Quartz Klinker Rutilo 15X30 · Vierteaguas Quartz Klinker Rutilo 15x30/4 · Zócalo Quartz Klinker Rutilo 9x30
Revestimiento Piscina: Pool Porc. Iron 10x10
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In order to design XS pools we have to keep in mind the security. Although it is a small space we always have to use non-slip flooring to
prevent accidents. For the design of this pool we used a 120cm (48”) angular step in Antislip R11 finish, in the step and surroundings.
These large size pieces are a great option to make this pool bigger. We reduce the number of joints and create a endless feeling, helped by
the mirror installed by the end of the pool. It is an option to gain more space without having it.

Tech Central Park Antislip 30x90 · Tech Central Park Antislip 11x22,5 · Peldaño Angular Central Park 120x32/3 · Peldaño Angular Central Park 60x32/3 · Remate Peldaño Angular Izq./Drch. 3x32
Revestimiento Piscina: Pool Porc. Negro 10x10
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The main goal of this minipools is not to swim, we are looking for pools deep enough to stand, children to play without worry or just a space
to sit down, relax and refresh. For that reason, we have to have in mind the inside of the pool. We are looking into design, functionality,
durability and security. For this pool we used the Pool collection in porcelain, a shade controlled variation and resistant that have a great
number of special pieces and trims to finish all the edges such as benches, stairs, solarium, etc. We can enjoy the quietness of this little
wellness space.

Tech Tucson Grey Antislip 30x90 · Tech Tucson White Antislip 30x90 · Peldaño Angular Tucson White Antislip 120x32/3
Revestimiento Piscina: Pool Porc. Indigo 10x10 · Cubrecanto Pool Porc Indigo 3x20x3 · Comp. Ext. Cubrecanto Pool Porc Indigo 3x3
Comp. Ext. Media Caña Pool Porc Indigo 3x3 · Media Caña Int. Pool Porc Indigo 3x20x3 · Comp. Int. Media Caña Pool Porc Indigo 3x3
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5. Pool, pool-beach and terrace in an integrated style
After Covid difficult times, people needed to go out and enjoy outdoors. Joining the house with the terrace became the most important,
and why not with the swimming pool. This is way our main goa lis to join in the same style the pool, beach and terraces. Same colours,
same ceramics, giving special attention to the colours inside the pool. Limits dessapear and all the surroundings become an unique visual
set. Is really important to choose the right floor, that allow you to create this ambient, with the proper features, in wet and dry areas, always
using extruded porcelain.

Extruded Porcelain tile has the best features thanks to its perfect production process
and the use of high quality raw materials. Antislip, resistant to weather changes, hygienic,
antibacterial and showing a clear easy maintainance.

TERRACE
BEACH AREA

INTERIOR
OF THE POOL

CROWNING
SYSTEM

Pavimento Tech·Land Fire 30x30 · Desbordante Tech·Land Fire 30x30/2,2 · Esquina Desbordante Int. Tech·Land Fire 30x30x41,5 · Rejilla Tech·Land Fire 12,5x30/2,2 · Esquina Rejilla Tech·Land Fire 12,5x12,5/2,2
Revestimiento Piscina: Pool Porc. Emerald 10x10 · Media Caña Int. Pool Porc. Emerald 3x20/3 · Cubrecanto Pool Porc. Emerald 3x20/3 · Comp. Int. Media Caña Pool Porc. Emerald 3x3 · Comp. Ext. Media Caña
Pool Porc. Emerald 3x3 · Comp. Int. Cubrecanto Pool Porc. Emerald 3x3 · Comp. Ext. Cubrecanto Pool Porc. Emerald 3x3
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5. 1. A special tech floor in small size perfect for the pool
New trends in terraces and indoors are poiting to the small sises. These kind of pieces are really versatile and useful, helping in any kind of
designs. Also helping in the swimming pool building with special pieces, curved pieces, … The special finish TECH is the best in wet areas,
with its 14 mm and its antislip rate R11.

11 x 22,5
4,3” x 8,8”

22,5 x 22,5
8,8” x 8,8”

22,5 x 33
8,8” x 13”

zonas residenciales
RESIDENTIAL AREAS

TERRAZAS Y PATIOS
TERRACE & PATIOS

piscinas
swimming pools

jardines
gardens

14 mm

ESPESOR
thickness

Tech Land Natural 11x22,5 · Tech Land Natural 22,5x22,5 · Tech Land Natural 22,5x33 · Borde Piscina Tech Land Natural 30x36/4
Esq. Int. Borde Piscina Tech Land Natural 51,2x51,2 · Peldaño Curvo Tech Land Natural
Revestimiento Piscina: Pool Porc. Iron 10x10
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5. 2. Ceramics for all styles
Besides the infinite technical features, extruded porcelain is showing endless aesthetic qualities. Unlimited designs, capable to imitate any
surface in any style, wood, cotto, stones, …. Evenmore, we can choose so many colours, textures, shapes, and sises.

Stone look
Simming pools full of natural charm and beauty, elegant, full of tonalities, light and dark colours.

Pavimento Monte Pedra Hex. 36x41,5 · Pavimento Monte Pedra 18,5x42
Borde Piscina Monte Pedra 30x36/4 · Esq. Ext. Borde Piscina Monte Pedra 51,2x51,2

Pavimento Tech Geo Volcano 22,5x33 · Pavimento Tech Geo Volcano 22,5x22,5 · Pavimento
Tech Geo Volcano 11x22,5 · Peldaño Curvo Tech Geo Volcano 22,5x33/4
Revestimiento Piscina Tech Geo Volcano 11x22,5

Pavimento Rocks White 30x30 · Peldaño curvo Rocks White 30x33/4
Desbordante Rocks White 30x30/2,2 · Gratting Rocks White 19x30/2,2
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Wood look
Wood is always on fashion, elegant and trendy floors, the best option in many projects. Perfect for those looking for nature.

Proyecto Piscina Principal SB Hoteles con serie Rioja Haro

Proyecto Piscina Residencial con serie Rioja Laguardia

Cotto look
Cotto give us the rustic look we love, full of irregular borders and shapes. Natural and warm colours, destonified shades, the perfect mix
with the modern architecture in our outdoors.

Proyecto Terraza y Piscina con serie Boston y American
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Proyecto Terraza y Piscina con serie Boston y American

EXPERIENCE DAYS

6. Extruded porcelain, also inside the pool
Nowadays pool design is completely different, we try to integrate all elements as a unique ambient, using the same floors in terrace, pool
beach, crowning system in the border, and also inside the pool. In this way we will get a complete aesthetic continuity. Same style, same
colour, same resistant materials, antislip and hygienic.

Pavimento D’Anticatto Azurro 22,5x45 · Pavimento D’Anticatto Azurro 22,5x22,5 · Pavimento D’Anticatto Azurro 11x22,5
Peldaño Angular D’Anticatto Azurro 120x32x2,5 · Áng. Pel. Angular Int. D’Anticatto Azurro 120x32x45/2,5
Revestimiento Piscina: D’Anticatto Azurro 11x22,5 · Media Caña Int. D’Anticatto Azurro 4x30x4 · Complemento Int. Media Caña D’Anticatto Azurro 4x4
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6. 1. Endless designs
The swimming pool design has no limits, only the imagination of the designer will put the limits. Any depth, shape or space will be possible,
we can build our dreamed pool. These are some ideas and real examples of pools full of creation and design, where special pieces and
finishes played the most important role.
We know how trendy is the continuity of the terrace to the pool, but in this case is the interior itself of the pool which is extended to the
exterior arriving to the pool-beach the same colours, giving strenght to the Turchese finest colour, graciously destonified, in size 10x10
(4”x4”). (SERIE POOL PORC.)

Tucson Iron Antislip 30x60
Revestimiento Piscina: Pool Porc. Emerald 10x10 · Media Caña Int. Pool Porc. Emerald 3x20/3 · Cubrecanto Pool Porc. Emerald 3x20/3 · Comp. Int. Media Caña Pool Porc. Emerald 3x3
Comp. Ext. Media Caña Pool Porc. Emerald 3x3 · Comp. Int. Cubrecanto Pool Porc. Emerald 3x3 · Comp. Ext. Cubrecanto Pool Porc. Emerald 3x3
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6. 2. Touch of colour in the pool
POOL SERIES in extruded porcelain is the best option against the glass Mosaic. Its technical features adapt to all the extreme weather
changes, unchanged aesthetically. The perfect material for the floor, stong, resistant and beautiful. Ideal material for a dash of colour inside
our pool, always slightly destonified.

•

Our white, light and grey colours are luminous during the day, and show a nice contract during nights. A nice clear sky blue is reflected
on water.

Pool Porc. Luz 10x10

Pool Porc. Emerald 10x10

Pool Porc. Rojo 10x10

Pool Porc. Cloud 10x10

Pool Porc. Iron 10x10

•

Blue colours are reflected and help
us relaxing, intensifying the colour of
the sky.

•

Red colour is a risky bet but also very
modern and innovative.

•

Black colour attracts heat, and reflected in water gets a special water
mirror effect.

Pool Porc. Indigo 10x10

Pool Porc. Negro 10x10
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7. Decor Steps to combine with any floor
Steps today are much more tan a simple building element, and VERSA-TILE 120 cm steps are unique in its extruded porcelain quality.
Its decored designs combine with any collection and any style, being so creative in expert hands of designers and architects, also being
Mixed together to other materials such as natural wood, stone, concrete, … in order to create the most original and personal stair.

Peldaño Marquetry Park Spike 120x32/3 · Peldaño Angular Retiro Park 120x32/3 · Retiro Park 20x120 · Frontal Retiro Park 15x120 · Remate Peld. Ang. Izq. Retiro Park 3x32
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7. 1. One stair, many styles

Marquetry Park Spike
+ Retiro Park
+ Memory Opal

Marquetry Park Inset
+ Memory Opal

Marquetry Park Spike
+ Retiro Park
+ Memory Opal

Marquetry Park Inset
+ Hyde Park

Marquetry Park Spike
+ Retiro Park
+ Tucson Iron

Marquetry Park Inset
+ Hyde Park
+ Tucson Iron
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8. Indoor and Outdoor 120 cm (48”) Steps
STEP 120 SERIES follows the trends during last years, looking for big sizes. Natucer presents the new 120 cm steps, showing a much more
minimalist and modern concept. The best option for an indoor or outdoor stair, always completed with skirtings, decored elements and
corner finish to perform the perfect stair.
Its unlimited advantages:
High resistance. Long lasting, perfect for high traffic use. Public spaces.
Antislip stairs. Completely safe, for indoor and outdoor use.
Easy installation. Being 120 cm (48”) long, is much easier and fast to install.

INTERIOR

Stanley Park 20x120 · Frontal Stanley Park 15x120 · Peldaño Angular Stanley Park 120x32/3

Tira Enm. Trabada Mattone Ash 25x50 · Memory Brass 60x120 · Peldaño Ang. Memory Brass 120x32/3
Remate Peld. Ang. Izq./Drch. Memory Brass 3x32 · Frontal Memory Brass 15x120
Zócalo Memory Brass 9,8x120 · Zanquín Izq/Drch Memory Brass 9,8x30

EXTERIOR

Tech Hyde Park Antislip 30x90 · Peldaño Angular Hyde Park Antislip 120x32/3
Frontal Mosaico Taco Hyde Park 15x30
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Peldaño Angular Tucson White Antislip 120x32/3
Remate Peldaño Angular Tucson White 3x32 · Tech Central Park Antislip 30x90

